
AI-LED INTELLIGENT COLLECTIONS IN THE  
POST-PANDEMIC ERA 

Key Elements of a Smarter, AI-led Collections Operation

To Collect or Not to Collect?

To collect debt or not to collect: this may be one of the most difficult dilemmas financial 

services organizations face during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. On the one hand, 

in response to requests from governments, regulators, and societies across the globe, 

financial institutions need to provide credit relief to distressed borrowers affected by 

the pandemic. As a result, financial institutions are expected to significantly relax their 

debt collection activities during the relief period. On the other hand, providing relief and 

relaxing collections unilaterally for all borrowers is counterproductive since there are always 

borrowers trying to take advantage of the relief programs. Providing relief to such borrowers 

undermines support to those that are truly in financial hardship and is detrimental to both 

shareholders’ value and social welfare.

The challenge for Collections in the post-pandemic era is how to make informed decisions 

as to which borrowers are in true need among those asking for relief. Financial institutions 

therefore need to have better predictive power to understand borrowers’ “capability 

to pay” vs. “willingness to pay” and take collection actions accordingly. This is difficult 

because “free-riders” – those who are capable of paying but are unwilling to do so – seek 

to disguise their intentions. Without proper tools, financial institutions cannot make these 

critical distinctions. 

Fortunately, emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related advanced 

analytics techniques provide much-needed solutions. However, as financial institutions 

start to adopt technologies such as AI, it is important to understand that innovations are 

only effective if they address the right issue with right approach. In particular, financial 

institutions need to consider four key elements when leveraging AI to solve their Collection 

problems.

1. Place Security and Compliance at the Forefront

First and foremost, AI-led Collections must be secure, compliant, and controllable under 

the existing governance framework. Collections is a sensitive issue with customers 

of financial institutions, particularly during crisis times. If handled imprudently, the risk 

of potential loss in the form of disputes, security breaches, reputation damages, or 

regulatory penalties may be unacceptable. Consequently, as in other domains, AI in 

Collections needs to be thoroughly secure, fully compliant, audit-traceable, and consistent 

with various governance systems in the organization. The relevant governance may cover 

data, AI models, processes, decisioning endpoints, and interfaces, to name a few.  
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Moreover, AI should contribute to enhancing and reinforcing security and compliance under 

the governance of Collections operations. Examples include applying AI to detect security 

breaches, to prevent data leaks, or to monitor compliance of customer communications.

2. Leverage Data-Driven Approaches Like Machine Learning

Second, a data-driven approach like Machine Learning (ML) should be adopted. Data-driven 

approaches are suited for “decisioning” problems, because they train ML models to infer 

decisions by learning from historical data and recognizing patterns in a forward-looking 

fashion. Such a data-driven approach is crucial since a series of decisions resides at the 

core of the Collections operation, including whom to collect from, when to collect, and 

how to collect debts. The business rules to handle these decisions are generally dynamic 

and evolving. They require financial institutions to utilize their own data regarding customer 

demographics, behaviors, transactions, payments, and so forth to differentiate borrower 

types and risks. That is why data-driven approaches like ML are essential for an intelligent 

Collections operation.

Financial institutions should exercise caution with AI approaches that require no data, 

such as the increasingly popular robotic process automation (RPA). This is often used in the 

form of “outbound caller robots” in Collections. These approaches mechanically follow rules 

pre-defined by human experts rather than dynamically creating rules based on data. They 

have no “intelligence” to infer decisions, nor do they take into consideration segmentation/

personas, therefore, they are typically inappropriate for “decisioning” problems. Instead, 

they may be suited for “capacity” problems, that is, to fill human capacity gaps with 

machines configured by preset logic.

That being said, those AI approaches are not mutually exclusive – for example, a well-designed 

combination of AI techniques including both data-driven and RPA approaches, usually 

known as “Intelligent Process Automation” (IPA), can produce good business performance.

3. Upgrade Existing “Collection Score” Systems 

Third, financial institutions need to upgrade the traditional “collection score” systems. 

Some financial institutions may be using traditional statistical approaches to guide 

collection decisions, notably “collection scores” or similar methods. Although in principle 

these approaches try to achieve the same goals as AI, they may be inadequate during and 

after the pandemic.

For example, “collection scores” only attempt to forecast a single, short-term metric such 

as payment likelihood in the next billing-cycle, typically 30 to 60 days ahead. However, 

because of the pandemic, many regulators and banking associations are requiring banks 

to provide payment deferrals of up to six months. Additionally, banks generally can specify 

their own discretionary criteria. In consequence, financial institutions may require payment 

forecasts for the future six months along with non-standard conditions. Traditional collection 

scores clearly cannot satisfy these requirements. In contrast, AI-led Collections consists 

of a series of models with multiple forecast dimensions, including a “prediction term 

structure” – i.e., models for short-term, mid-term, long-term, and lifetime. Therefore, the 

more sophisticated AI/ML models can meet financial institutions’ evolving requirements to 

the end that they may become a paradigm to modernize the existing collection scores.
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But that is not all; AI/ML models also have advantages in normal times. Subsequent to 

IFRS-9 implementations around the world since FY2018, most financial institutions are now 

required to measure a critical part of their financial statements – “Loss Provisions” – based 

on forward-looking 12-month-ahead and Lifetime Expected Credit Loss. Unlike the traditional 

collection scores, AI/ML models with the prediction term structures are consistent with 

IFRS-9 definitions. As a result, they can align the Collections business-unit (BU) KPIs with 

the organization’s entire financial performance, and provide clear guidance so that the 

Collections operation can contribute strategic value to the whole organization. 

4. Operationalize AI for Sustainable Success

Fourth, AI must be operationalized seamlessly and continuously in the daily routines of 

Collections. One of the best ways to realize the value and the return on investment of AI 

is to use the insights generated by AI 

within day-to-day processes. There are 

numerous examples in which smarter, 

AI-led decisioning endpoints can be 

seamlessly embedded into the daily 

Collections operations. For instance, 

in addition to detecting borrowers’ 

capability and willingness to pay, AI 

can optimize the design and execution 

of omni-channel collection strategies 

based on different customer profiles. 

As another example, with recent 

advances in AI techniques such as Natural Language Understanding and Speech Recognition, 

there are real-time AI use cases supporting Collections contact centers. These include 

monitoring the compliance of conversations, discovering customer sentiments, updating 

payment risks using the dialogues with borrowers, and recommending adjustments of tone 

or style. Whether in a human-centric or a robot-driven Collections operation, operationalization 

of AI can bring immediate benefits to financial institutions in the short run, in terms of 

productivity gains, customer experience, and loss/cost reduction, ultimately improving the 

bottom-line.

To further reap the long-term benefits of AI, financial institutions need to adopt continuous 

innovations and improvements as a closed-loop process in the daily operations of Collections. 

Within this process, AI may be leveraged to experiment with new ideas, challenge existing 

practices or strategies, conduct well-conceived tests, retrieve feedbacks from planned 

actions, and automate learning from updated information. Driven by this process, AI-led 

Collections can improve itself on a 24/7 basis and help ensure sustainable success.
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Transform with Confidence

Traditionally, Collections has been perceived as a labor-intensive BU that is ill-equipped to act 

in an agile manner to address strategic concerns and forward-looking KPIs. The experiences 

during the pandemic are a wake-up call but also an opportunity for financial institutions 

to modernize their Collections function towards an AI-led intelligent operation. This may 

become a “New Normal” for financial services organizations in the post-pandemic era.

To embark on the journey of this transformation, here are some best practices that can 

help financial institutions move forward with confidence:

 � Create a data-driven, innovation-centric, outcome-based culture.

 � Drive changes in small, iterative steps, developing new AI/ML systems in parallel with 

existing systems.

 � Ensure right partnerships with experienced AI and technology providers from Day One.

While transformation involves changes and disruptions, it also provides the opportunity for 

significant returns. The positive impacts, of transforming an old-fashioned BU like Collections 

into an “AI-led” intelligent operation, are profound and far-reaching for financial institutions, 

probably far beyond Collections. Embracing the transformation today will ensure the benefits 

for years to come.

To learn more visit www.unisys.com/offerings/advanced-
analytics/use%20case/intelligent-collections-in-financial-

services-id-4130
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